As reported by ISAF and in other Alliance operations and missions, the current NATO-wide Crisis Response Operations Urgent Requirements (CUR) process does not seem to adequately meet operational needs. It is widely considered to be inflexible and unable to meet the tempo of NATO-led operations and to be falling short of delivering capabilities when needed, to the right level, and to a measurable degree of performance.

The JALLC was tasked to analyze the NATO-wide CUR approval process, with emphasis on meeting ISAF operational needs, in order to make recommendations to improve the performance of the CUR approval process (the Requirement Identification and Requirement Authorization stages). The project had the following analysis objectives:

- Map the recognized CUR approval process in order to establish a theoretical process model to be used as a baseline for the study.
- Using data from previous CUR bids, identify actual CUR approval process performance in order to identify variance with the baseline process model.
- Identify stakeholder expectations, spanning the CUR approval process, in order to establish the relationships between stakeholder expectation, the baseline model, and actual CUR approval process performance.

The major finding of this study is the issue of overarching governance for the NATO-wide approval process. In the absence of a single executive body with decision-making authority over all the stakeholders, a common understanding among stakeholders of roles and responsibilities in the overall process is essential, but this common understanding was not observed.

The NATO Office of Resources (NOR) and SHAPE should together initiate a working group with representatives from the key stakeholders involved in the overall NATO-wide CUR approval process to:

- develop a process model with defined roles and responsibilities agreed by all CUR process stakeholders;
- agree on the Project Submission Requirement (PSR) format and content to meet the precise needs of the NOR to be able to trigger the Project Authorization Stage;
- agree on applying project management principles to the CUR projects;
- agree on a collaborative software to support the CUR process and provide visibility for all the stakeholders.
Main Findings and Recommendations (cont’d)

The NOR should work with the Investment Committee to investigate if Allies would be content to authorize periodic Bulk Planning Funds for CUR project support by the Agencies.

SHAPE should seek to reduce the duration of the Requirement Identification Stage by establishing and enforcing PSR review and endorsement timelines for all levels within Allied Command Operations, and by focusing on the minimum information that is required in the PSR submitted to the NOR.

SHAPE should seek to refine the production process of the Requirement Identification Stage by ensuring that operational theatre HQs and Joint Force Commands establish, within existing resources, a requirements capture capability to ensure the necessary capacity and expertise is available to conduct effective requirements capture, analysis, and definition; and that SHAPE establish, within existing resources, a CUR project management capability comprising CUR process practitioners with project management responsibilities for individual CUR projects.

Project Execution

Interviews with staff involved in the CUR approval process were conducted in March and April 2011, with a focus on mapping the CUR approval process and the identification of key issues. Concurrently, the Project Team collected data on a sample of previous and ongoing CUR submissions. This sample frame was defined as all the CUR submissions endorsed by the theatre level Operational Requirements Review Boards—for ISAF and Kosovo Force—during 2010 (48 in total). Key metrics were defined and analysed to determine actual CUR approval process performance and to capture stakeholder expectation.
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NATO LLDB Items

Item 1291 – CUR Process Governance

Item 1292 – Collaborative software support to the CUR process and stakeholders

JALLC proposed the following status for existing items in the NATO LLDb:

Proposed status for 351, 352, 409, 454, 529, 1142, 1143 and 1280: Lesson Identified – Remedial Action Identified.

Proposed status for 276 and 466: Lesson Identified.
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